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We found…







Twist
Physically…







Generating function for all integrals of motion [Talalaev 2004]

Transfer matricies in anti-symmetric reps

[Cherednik, Bazhanov, Reshethikin]

Any finite-dim irrep



Want to diagonalise conserved charges



Eigenvectors hard!

Traditionally relied on techniques like Nested Bethe Ansatz

Computationally cumbersome 

No obvious basis to compute wave function

Promising alternative: Separation of Variables (SoV)

Easy to implement

Wave functions manifestly simple





Algebraic Bethe ansatz

Baxter polynomial

Bethe roots
SoV basis



Produces separated variables
in classical limit

But highly complicated

[Smirnov 2001]



[Gromov, Levkovich-Maslyuk, Sizov]

[Liashyk, Slavnov 18] [PR, Volin 18] [Gromov, Leckovich-Maslyuk, PR 20]



Diagonalises Sklyanin B 
for GL(2)

Checks for GL(3) small length

Beyond         rep?

[Maillet, Niccoli]

GL(n), any length [PR, Volin]

New approach, wave function factorisation manifest

[Maillet, Niccoli 18]





Need to probe structure of B more! 

n=2 n=3 
n=4 

Elementary symmetric polynomials

Companion twist matrix



nilpotent

Gelfand-Tsetlin generators

Gelfand-Tsetlin patterns

[PR, Volin 18]
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Spectrum of B labelled by Gelfand-Tsetlin patterns!





Should be intimately related to transfer
matricies for SoV à la Maillet-Niccoli



[PR, Volin 18]

Allows us to diagonalise B!



Warm up: rectangular reps
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cant excite with current
methods

Pretend already excited!

Can be made rigorous using

embedding morphism
[PR, Volin]

Unwanted term doesn’t
vanish!

[PR, Volin 20]



But that’s not all!

Required fractions simplify massively!
Backlund transformed 

transfer matricies
for GL(3) spin chain

Hirota equation 



All B eigenstates

any SU(n) irrep



Now use Q functions to compute wave function!

SoV basis

[PR, Volin]



Non-dynamical nodes can be factored out! 

su(3)              rep

su(3)              rep

Matches building states with B!





orthogonality

orthogonality

Functional orthogonality

Functional Functional + operatorial

[G, LM, C] [G, LM, PR, V] [G, LM, PR]



𝑢 → 𝑢 − 𝑖

self-adjoint



Integrals of motion

twist

det must vanish

sum over resides matches SoV spectrum!



SoV measure – diagonal

Precisely the same structure! Finite system of linear eqns for measure! 

Reproduces all previously known results

[Kitanine, Maillet, Niccoli, ...]
[Kazama, Komatsu, Nishimura, Serban, Jiang, Kostov ...]



momentum carrying auxiliary

Conjugate 

orthogonality
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Repeat su(2) game, extract measure from integral!

Matches wave function
coming from B!

??
Non-diagonal measure!

Eigenstates of new 
operator, C

[Gromov, Levkovich-Maslyuk, PR, Volin]



All tools developed for B apply to C after minor modification

Everything applies to non-compact sl(N)! [Gromov, Levkovich-Maslyuk, PR]

Different integral measure



Measure non-diagonal, but still simple

sl(3), spin s, L=2

Integral matches
operators perfectly!

[Gromov, Levkovich-Maslyuk, PR]

Can write matrix elements
explicitly





Recap

one-particle wave function



highest-weight

Recap



Recap



Supersymmetric SU(m|n) 

Susy Yangian GT patterns

Fishnet / Fishchain duality

Gaudin model

[Derkachov, Olivucci]

Outlook



Thank you!


